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Introduction and Background
Information
• The ultimate goal of APEX is to develop designs that

make future fusion energy systems more
commercially competitive

• These concepts must be able to extract heat from in-
vessel systems with high neutron and surface heat
loads while satisfying all fusion power technology
requirements and maximizing reliability,
maintainability, and safety and environmental
attractiveness

• S&E issues are being considered from the beginning
of the design process so that S&E goals can be
realized



Materials choice has long been
recognized as a means to minimize
safety hazard
• By avoiding radiologically hazardous (and mobilizable)

materials, the burden on confinement is minimized
• However, tungsten alloys, molybdenum alloys, and

tantalum alloys are potential first wall materials that
may be able to function under the higher neutron and
heat loads in APEX

• These materials pose significant challenges to the
safety case

• In this paper we compare these alloys with the low-
activation vanadium alloy to better understand the
hazards



Five materials are studied:  Ta alloy
(T-222), W, W-5Re, Mo alloy (TZM) and
V-5Cr-5Ti
• A wall loading of 10 MW/m2 and 3 FPY are assumed for

all neutron transport and activation calculations
• The same impurities are assumed for W, W-5Re, and

T-222, some examples are
– 10 wppm Nb
– 5 wppm Ag
– 100 wppm Mo

• Major impurities in V-5Cr-5Ti include 0.5 wppm Nb,
0.01 wppm Ag, 4 wppm Mo

• No impurities are included in TZM
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Decay heat is largest for T-222,
smallest for V-4Cr-4Ti

T-222 decay heat is
dominated by T-182

W and W-5Re decay
heats are dominated by
185W, 187W, 184Re and 186

Re

One day after shutdown,
TZM and V-4Cr-4Ti
generate about 25% and
5% decay heat compared
with W



Oxidation and mobilization of activated
materials can be an important contributor
to off-site dose during accidents

• Oxidation can preferentially mobilize some elements
over others
– for example, more Re (by mass) is mobilized from a

W-5Re alloy than W
• Experiments over the last 20 years at the INEEL have

measured the mobilization of many fusion materials in
air and/or steam environments

• We recently completed mobilization tests for TZM and
T-222 in air; we have date for tungsten and vanadium
alloys from previous years
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Data from mobilization experiments is used
together with results from an activation code
and a dose code to calculate early dose

At 800°C, the dose from
W and W-Re is about 
8 mSv/m2-hr

Assuming 500m2 
exposed area, the dose
is 4000 mSv/hr

After just one hour, the 
dose is 400 times the
10 mSv no-evacuation
goal, requiring a 
confinement factor of 
at least 400 



A combination of high decay heat and
large radiological hazard of materials
requires careful design

• The EVOLVE (Evaporation of Lithium and Vapor
Extraction) design is an example of an advanced solid-
surface design under study in APEX

• EVOLVE uses the vaporization of lithium to remove
the FW/blanket thermal power

• The primary structural material is W-Re
• To aid in the transport of heat in the radial direction

during an accident, a separate, passive, natural
convection system was needed



The radiological hazard of tokamak dust is
assumed to be the same as the
radiological hazard of the material from
which it came

The release limit
for tokamak dust,
based on the 
10mSv no-evacuation
goal, is most restrictive 
for T-222, primarily
due to Ta-182 
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Waste disposal ratings based on
10CFR 61 limits as well as Fetter’s
limits were calculated

Impurities dominate the
waste disposal rating for
all materials except TZM

Since the Nb and Ag
impurities assumed for
W, W-5Re, and T-222
were the same, their WDRs
are similar

Al loy F ette r 10CF R61

W 30

(108mAg , 94Nb , 186mRe)

12

(94Nb)

W-5R e 34
(108mAg , 94Nb , 186mRe)

12
(94Nb)

V-4Cr-4T i 0. 5

(26Al , 94Nb)

0. 5

(14C, 94Nb)

T ZM-363 1. 14e 4

(99T c , 94Nb , 91Nb)

4. 02e 3

(94Nb , 99T c)

T-222 26
(108mAg , 94Nb)

12
(94Nb)



Summary and Future Work
• Safety was integrated into the APEX project early

because of the safety challenges posed by the designs
• When a choice of materials is possible from a

performance point of view, careful consideration must
be given to the safety tradeoffs

• If materials with high decay heat are necessary for
performance, careful design is needed to ensure that
heat can be conducted away from hot surfaces during
an accident to reduce the hazard due to oxidation and
mobilization of activated materials

• Waste hazard and volume should be minimized as
much as possible


